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This is the first mandatory assignment out of two. It must be handed in an approved. The
other mandatory assignment will be handed out in the first part of November.

• You solution should be handed in no later than Monday, October 10, 2011.

• The mandatory assignments can be solved individually or in groups of 2 or 3 students.
If the students in a group do not contribute equally, the role of each student must
be explicitly stated in the report.

• You hand in your solution as follows: One member of each group must hand in
the assignment using the ”Assignments” (”Opgaver”) link in the course group on
CampusNet. The following files must be uploaded:

– A PDF-file ’assignment1.pdf’ containing just one page with the names and
study numbers for all members of the group. This page must also contain:

∗ The main type declarations and types for functions, with the purpose of
giving an overview of your program ’curve.fs’.

– A file ’curve.fs’ containing your F#-program for piecewise linear curves.

– A file ’spaceFilling.fs’, containing your F#-functions for generating Hilbert,
Peano and Sierpinski curves.

– A number of properly named ps-files resulting from using your space-filling
functions.

In this project you shall construct a library for manipulating piecewise linear curves in
a functional programming language. Furthermore, you should apply this library in order
to produces examples of so-called space-filling curves: Hilbert curves, Peano Curves and
Sierpinski curves.

In the problem formulation below, you are asked make a function to generate PostScript
files from curves. (The principle for doing so is described as well.) Thereby, you can look
at the curves using the program ”Ghostview”. You can also use an Adobe pdf-reader, since
that reader will convert PostScript files to pdf format.

Aim at solving the problem in a succinct, elegant and understandable manner. Your
solution will be evaluated on these terms and correctness – not on efficiency. It is recom-
mended that you use higher-order functions on lists in your solution, to the extend this is
appropriate.
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Problem

You will make a library of F# functions for manipulation and drawing of piecewise linear
curves. Such a curve is drawn as a sequence of segments P1P2, P2P3, . . . , Pn−1Pn where
P1, P2, . . . , Pn are points in the plane. The point P1 is called the start point of the curve,
and the point Pn is called the end point of the curve. We use usual rectangular, Cartesian
coordinates in the plane, so points and vectors in the plane are represented by coordinates
which are pairs of real numbers. The point with coordinates (0.0,0.0) is called the origin
of the plane.

You will make the following functions on curves:

point Computes the curve with start point and end point equal to a given point.

line Computes the curve P1P2 from the points P1 and P2.

join For given curves c1 and c2, this function computes the curve c consisting of three
parts: (1) the curve c1, (2) the segment from the end point of c1 to the start point
of c2, and (3) the curve c2.

trans For given curve c and vector v, this function computes the curve obtained from c
under the parallel translation in the plane determined by the vector v.

rot For given curve c and angle t, this function computes the curve c′ obtained from c
under the rotation of angle t around the origin of the coordinate system.

reflect1 For given curve c, this function computes the curve c′ obtained from c by reflection
in the first axis of the coordinate system.

reflect2 For given curve c, this function computes the curve c′ obtained from c by reflection
in second axis of the coordinate system.

scale For given curve c and real number c, this function computes the curve c′ obtained
from c by multiplication by factor c from the origin of the coordinate system.

size1 Horizontal size of the curve, i.e. the difference between the largest and smallest first
coordinates for points of the curve.

size2 Vertical size of the curve, i.e. the difference between the largest and smallest second
coordinates for points of the curve.

draw Outputs the curve to a file on the disk in PostScript format (cf. the remarks below).
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Points and vectors in the plane. Rotation and multiplication

Points and vectors in the plane are given by their coordinates which are pairs of real
numbers.

The translation determined by a vector v = (v1, v2) maps a point P with coordinates (x, y)
into the point P ′ with coordinates (x′, y′) where:

x′ = x+ v1
y′ = y + v2

The rotation of angle t (where t is a real number) around the origin maps a point P with
coordinates (x, y) into the point P ′ with coordinates (x′, y′) where:

x′ = x cos t− y sin t
y′ = x sin t + y cos t

You may use the value System.Math.PI for the mathematical constant π when converting
between radians and degrees.

The reflection in the first axis of the coordinate system maps a point P with coordinates
(x, y) into the point P ′ with coordinates (x′, y′) = (x,−y).

The reflection in the second axis of the coordinate system maps a point P with coordinates
(x, y) into the point P ′ with coordinates (x′, y′) = (−x, y).

The multiplication by factor c from the origin of the coordinate system maps a point P
with coordinates (x, y) into the point P ′ with coordinates (x′, y′) = (c x, c y).

Output of a curve. PostScript form

The language PostScript is used for representing printed pages (containing graphics). The
curve consisting of the segments joining the points (10.0, 20.0), (40.0, 50.0) and (70.0, 80.0)
may e.g. be represented by the following PostScript instructions:

%!

1 1 scale

newpath

10 20 moveto

40 50 lineto

70 80 lineto

stroke

showpage
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Apart from the intial and final conjurations (to please the PostScript interpreter) there
has to be a PostScript moveto command containing the coordinates of the start point plus
PostScript lineto commands containing the coordinates of each subsequent point of the
curve.

Note that the coordinates are positive integers. You will hence have to make a conver-
sion from real-valued coordinates to integers, and the parts of the curve corresponding to
negative coordinate values can not be printed.

When programming the function draw it is convenient to use an auxiliary function building
the string which represents the curve in PostScript form.

One may then use the function stringToFile: string -> string -> unit declared be-
low to output a string (second argument) to a file (first argument) on the disk:

let stringToFile filename s

= System.IO.File.WriteAllText(__SOURCE_DIRECTORY__ + "\\" + filename, s);;

The effect of executing stringToFile filename s is that the current directory contains a
file filename with the contents s.

NB: Note that this function will overwrite an existing file “filename”.

A file in PostScript format can be output directly on the laser printer in the data bar as the
printer will interpret the commands and make the corresponding drawing. The point with
coordinates (0,0) corresponds to the lower left corner of the sheet while 72 units correspond
to one US inch.

A file (with extension .ps) in PostScript format may be shown on the screen using the
“ghostview” program. You can also use an Adobe pdf-reader, since that reader will
convert PostScript files to pdf format.

Applications

The functions should be used to program functions for Hilbert curves, Peano curves and
Sierpinski curves – as described in the following.

When drawing these curves using the function draw, one should first obtain a suitable
scale and placement of the curve by using the functions scale and trans.
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Hilbert curves

The Hilbert curves h0, h1, h2, ... are a system of curves, where the curve hn+1 is formed by
connecting 4 curves hn1, hn2, hn3, hn4 which are obtained from the curve hn by transfor-
mations composed of reflections, rotations and translations. The figure shows the Hilbert
curves h0, h1, h2 and h3 and how the curves h1, h2 and h3 are composed of four parts:

�

h0
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h1

�

h2

�

h3

All curves start in the origin and the connecting segments (thin lines in the Figure) are of
length 1.

Declare the function hilbert which computes the curve hn+1 from the curve hn for any n.
Use this function to make a program drawing the curve h4 (in a suitable scale).

Peano curves

The Peano curves p0, p1, p2, ... are a system of curves, where the curve pn+1 is obtained by
connecting 9 curves pn1, pn2, ..., pn9 which are obtained from the curve pn by transformations
composed of reflections, rotations and translations. The figure shows the Peano curves p0,
p1 og p2 and how the curves p1 and p2 are composed of 9 parts. All curves start in the
origin and the connecting segments (thin lines in the Figure) are of length 1.

Declare the function peano which computes the curve pn+1 from the curve pn for any n.
Use this function to make a program drawing the curve p3 (in a suitable scale). (It may
be convenient to collect the 9 curves pn1,..., pn9 in 3 groups each consisting of 3 curves.)
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Sierpinski curves
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The Sierpinski curves s0, s1, s2, ... are a system of curves, where the curve sn+1 is ob-
tained by connecting four curves sn1, sn2, sn3, sn4 which are obtained from the curve sn by
transformations composed of reflections, rotations and translations. The figure shows the
Sierpinski curves s0, s1 and s2 and how the curves s1 and s2 are composed of four parts.
Note that all segments in a Sierpinski curve have same length. All curves start in the origin
and the connecting segments (thin lines in the Figure) are of length 1.

Declare the function sierpinski which computes the curve sn+1 from the curve sn for any
n, and use this function to make a program drawing the curve s4 (in a suitable scale).
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